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텍스트를 입력하세요.다음 글을 읽고 물음에 답하시오.

 Sea urchins may be eaten in some parts of the 

world, but they can also ⓐ damage parts of the sea 

environment with their bony mouths. A sea urchin 

mouth looks a lot like a five-fingered claw you might 

see while trying to pick up ⓑ prizes at the ⓒ 

arcade. This design is surprisingly efficient at 

grabbing and grinding. The efficiency of (A) this 

natural design is now being tested for incorporation 

into missions in space. When small robots are sent 

to another planet to collect soil samples, (B) the 

standard method is to use something inefficient like 

a small ⓓ shovel. By copying the design of a sea 

urchin mouth, scientists believe it will be easier to 

collect samples. Amazingly, a design developed 

naturally in the deep sea may soon be seen in deep 

ⓔ space.

[서술형] 위 글에서, 밑줄 친 (A), (B)가 가리키는 구체적 예를 본문

에서 찾아 각각 3단어로 쓰시오.  [용문고 7과]1

[서술형] 다음 글을 읽고, 밑줄 친 ⓐ~ⓔ 중에서 어법상 어색한 부

분을 두 곳을 골라 각각 바르게 고치시오.  [용문고 7과]2

 When we observe nature, we can be amazed by its 

beauty and its grand scale. We should remember 

that nature ⓐ has had millions of years to 

experiment. Now, as we observe nature on all levels 

big and small, we have the technology and the 

means to copy what nature ⓑ has been perfected. 

Because there is still so much we do not know about 

nature, there is still much ⓒ which left to discover. 

Maybe one day you ⓓ was inspired by nature ⓔ to 

invent a product that will change the world. 

[서술형] 다음 글을 읽고, 한 문장으로 요약하고자 한다. 빈칸을 완

성하시오. (단, 주어진 철자로 시작하는 한단어로)  [용문고 7과]3

 Termites are simple creatures, but when they work 

together, they can build incredible natural structures. 

Some termite mounds can reach 7 meters in height. 

They even go 3 meters underground. There is 

another amazing fact about termite mounds: even 

though the temperature outside can vary from 40 

degrees Celsius during the day to 1 degree Celsius 

at night, it is always about 30 degrees Celsius 

inside. Termite mounds are built in a way that hot air 

rises out and cool air comes in through the bottom. 

Inspired by termite mounds, Mike Pearce, an African 

architect, constructed a building in Zimbabwe and 

another in Australia using the same passive cooling 

techniques. These buildings were 10% cheaper to 

build because less money was spent on air moving 

equipment, and this design reduced cooling energy 

costs by 35%. Now that's a cool idea!

→ Termite mounds having efficient (A) t________ 

control system inspired an African architect to 

construct buildings with passive (B) c________ 

techniques.
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텍스트를 입력하세요. 정답

 (A) sea urchin mouth / (B) collect soil samples1

 ⓑ → has perfected / ⓓ → will be inspired2

 (A) temperature / (B) cooling3
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